
Science 9 – Home Learning Week 4 

Outcome: illustrate and describe the basic processes of mitosis and meiosis 

Last week we looked at conjugation, hermaphrodites, separate sexes, and the difference 

between internal and external fertilization.  

This week we are going to look at the formation of sex cells, meiosis, and the difference 

between meiosis and mitosis.  

Notes:  

We know that human cells have 46 chromosomes, split up into 23 pairs. If a human cell with 46 

chromosomes fertilized another human cell with 46 chromosomes, the result would be a cell 

containing 92 chromosomes! 

So in order for sexual reproduction to occur, the number of chromosomes must be reduced; 

this is why sex cells are formed. 

The definition of meiosis is the process in which sex cells are formed.  

Meiosis: 

A human cell containing 46 chromosomes undergoes meiosis to produce sex cells that have 23 

chromosomes.  

 46 chromosome number is referred to as the diploid chromosome number or “2n”. 

 23 chromosome number is referred as the haploid chromosome number or “n” 

Meiosis involves two cell divisions that produce four haploid cells.  

The first division is called meiosis I.  

• During this first division, homologous chromosomes move to opposite poles of the 

dividing cell. A diploid (2n) cell becomes two haploid cells (n).  

The second division is called meiosis II.  

• During this phase, the chromosomes are divided. 

Below are the slides containing more Meiosis information.  



 

 

 



 

 

 

Here are some links to help you out:  

1. Building Blocks of Life – this one goes over why cells divide, mitosis and meiosis.  

https://askabiologist.asu.edu/cell-division  

2. Meiosis YouTube video from none other than Crash Course! (you all know how much I 

love those Crash Course videos!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCLmR9-YY7o  

3. Interactive Meiosis – you can click play and see how each phase plays out. You can focus 

on a specific phase, slow it down, and pause it. This will help you really understand 

meiosis.  

https://www.cellsalive.com/meiosis_js.htm 

4. Here are some Meiosis games and quizzes!  

https://biomanbio.com/HTML5GamesandLabs/Genegames/snurflemeiosishtml5page.html  

Assignment: 

Once you have finished, answer the following questions and send them to me for feedback.  

1. How are sex cells produced?  

2. Why is splitting the number of chromosomes in half important? (i.e. 46 to 23) 

3. What is the difference between haploid and diploid?  

4. What are the two divisions in meiosis called?  

https://askabiologist.asu.edu/cell-division
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qCLmR9-YY7o
https://www.cellsalive.com/meiosis_js.htm
https://biomanbio.com/HTML5GamesandLabs/Genegames/snurflemeiosishtml5page.html


5. What are the difference between meiosis and mitosis?  

 

Email me your answers for feedback! 

Jessica.doucet@nbed.nb.ca  

I look forward to your responses! Next week we will look at reproduction in flowering plants. 

Have a great week. 

Ms. Doucet        

mailto:Jessica.doucet@nbed.nb.ca

